
Greek musician and composer Alekos Vretos seamlessly divines the perfumed essence of Middle 
Eastern music, infusing that essence into jazz and creating a rich world music hybrid that is as 
enjoyable to listen to as it is bold to consider.’ All ABout Jazz, 2015.

Vretos plays the oud, of which sound is woody and strangely elastic, largely due to its fretless finger-
board. Like the traditional western mandolin, it is a fine vehicle for improvisation, something Vretos 
amply demonstrates on his albums and on stage.
With his album ‘Mergin’ (2009), Vretos merged Arabic and Latin Music with taste and intelligence. His 
last album ‘K on Top of the Piano’ (2014) has not only a flavor of organically produced music but is strick-
ingly graphic and vivid. 
Alekos Vretos has collaborated with legendary composer Mikis Theodorakis, as well as Gilad Atzmon, 
Simon Shaheen, Martha D. Lewis, Theodore Antoniou, The Greek Contemporary Ensemble, The Ka-
merata, the Jazz Upstairs Big Band, Yorgos Fakanas, Dimitris Maragopoulos, The Athens State Orches-
tra, Lakis Chalkias, Kostas Thomaidis and Takis Paterelis to name a few. 
For his work and help towards the music scene (especially World Jazz), he was included in 2013 list of 
the 100+1 most influential people in the Greek music scene published by the Athens Voice newspaper.
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“If you hear music with your soul, you can’t miss out on “K on Top” by Vretos”
Maria Markouli – It’s My Blender - mariamarkouli.blogspot.gr (12th January 2015)

“Every piece (in “K on Top”) demonstrates a linear climax of
feelings that are drawn through the compositions”

Christos Ieridis – Ta Nea (1st December 2014)

 “A World Jazz dynamite with Alekos Vretos’ signature”
Dimitris Trikas – Popaganda.gr (29th November 2015)

 
“Alekos Vretos lives amongst us all. There are too many good
reasons to say that he is needed in the Athens music scene.”
Yannis Panagopoulos, Fractal Magazine, (4th September 2014)

“Moments of artistic showmanship (from Alekos Vretos), though,
charged with pure passion. That was, and is, the most important thing.”

Review by Yorgos Monemvasitis, ENet, (21st June 2014)
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